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Rainforest banana tree adaptations

rainforest-alliance.org For Business Contrary to popular belief, banana plants are not trees but giant herbs, which reach their full height of between 10 and 20 feet after just one year. Each banana flower develops into a fruit, which is ripe enough for consumption after about three or four months. After producing fruit, the stems of plants die off and are replaced by new growth. The
number of bananas produced by each plant varies. But ten or more bananas growing together form a hand. Banana stems have an average of 150 fingers and weigh nearly 100 pounds. The stems of banana plants are not woody but consist of sheets of overlapping leaves wrapped tightly around each other, a design feature that allows them to save water. Since banana plants are
about 93 percent water, even moderate winds can knock them down and destroy entire plantations. Bananas are native to the tropical parts of India, Southeast Asia and northern Australia, and were brought to South America by the Portuguese in the early 16th century. Today, banana plants grow in the humid, tropical regions of Central and South America, Africa and Southeast
Asia where there are high temperatures and precipitation. Modern agricultural technology also allows people to grow banana plants in non-tropical regions like California in the United States. Grown in every humid, tropical region on earth, bananas are the fourth largest fruit crop in the world and the most popular fruit in the United States. In Central and South America, bananas are
vital to the economy. Most bananas sold in the United States originated there. Banana leaves are used all over the world as cooking materials, plates, umbrellas, seat cushions for benches, fishing lines, clothing, and soles for cheap shoes. For much of its history, the banana industry was notorious for environmentally destructive and socially irresponsible farming practices. As
companies tried to keep production high and costs low, they tended to grow only single crops in their plantations. The lack of biodiversity made plants susceptible to disease, which agricultural managers controlled using frequent applications of pesticides that would leak into drinking water, pollute irrigation channels, and endanger the health of workers, their families and
communities. In 1991, the Rainforest Alliance, together with local nonprofits, researchers, and farmers, established the first standards for responsible banana production. Rainforest Alliance Certified farms meet a rigorous set of standards that protect wildlife, land, and water, reduce agrochemical use, and improve the quality of life for farm workers and their families. The
environment and communities surrounding rainforest alliance certified banana plantations benefit from both on-farm improvements and off-farm recognition, setting the pace for the rest of the banana sector. Written by: Bonnie Grant Written on: July 14, 2020 Bananas Can Grow 25 metres high in their native habitat. They are tropical to semi-tropical plants that grow in the
understory of forests. The plant produces an edible fruit that comes from the sterile reproductive system of an unfertilized female flower. Banana trees are grown as a popular source of fruit. The bunches of fruit are cut off while green to facilitate shipping. They ripen over time. After a strain produces a lot of fruit, it dies and a new stem sprouts to replace it. Roots Bananas grow out
of rhizomes, which are specialized underground storage agencies. This allows them to spread vegetatively. It also allows them to store extra nutrients, a trait that is beneficial in a forest full of giants. The tree roots of larger trees compete with the banana for moisture and food, so the storage capacity of banana trees allows the plant to benefit from extra rain and organic nutrients.
The plants grow quickly and produce rhizous root suckers called pups or buttons. They are easily cut from the mother plant to begin a new banana tree. Bananas grow out of rhizomes, which are specialized underground storage agencies. The tree roots of larger trees compete with the banana for moisture and food, so the storage capacity of banana trees allows the plant to
benefit from extra rain and organic nutrients. The leaves on a banana are large and have a light striping texture. Striping funnels dew into the ground to maintain ground moisture. The large blades are adept at capturing sunlight in dappled canopies. Plants require sun to perform photosynthesis. Photosynthesis provides plants with food by converting the sun's light into plant sugar.
The constant renewal of leaves is important due to damage in nature that can limit the plant's ability to collect energy. The leaves on a banana are large and have a light striping texture. The constant renewal of leaves is important due to damage in nature that can limit the plant's ability to collect energy. Reproductive Banana is a perennion, which allows to live for many seasons
and expands its possibilities to reproduce. Perennials usually have fewer seeds than annuals, and bananas are more or less without seed. The banana is the fruit, and normally the fruit would hold the seed. The seedless fruit is an adaptation to preserve its reproduction from animals. Since the banana reproduces vegetatively, it has no need to produce a seeded fruit. The sterile
male flowers are another adaptation that prevents the plant from fertilizing itself and creating seed. The banana is a perennion, which makes it possible to live for many seasons and expands its possibilities to reproduce. The seedless fruit is an adaptation to preserve its reproduction from animals. The root system Banana root system is fibrous and spreads, which helps it to hold on
to the soil even when loaded with fruit. The height of a mature path requires a wide root system that spreads out up to 18 meters in all directions. This helps with and water collection as well. Hybrid bananas in cultivation for their fruit carry too much weight and require to venture despite the large root system. In the wild, the fruit is much smaller and less frequent. The root system of
the banana is fibrous and spreads, which helps it to hold on to the soil even when it is loaded with fruit. Plant- Mango Tree; They can not survive well in cold weather (temperatures below 40 °F). Fortunately, for the mango tree, if there are weather conditions where they get that cold, their adaptations give it the ability to survive in cold weather. Mango is the perfect treat if you crave
a tropical paradise! Plant- Coconut tree; There are huge diversitys of plant life in the tropical rainforest. In the tropical rainforest there are more coconuts than meets the eye! Not only is there an abundance of coconut palms in the tropical rainforest, there is also abundance of coconut palms in other tropical places, such as places like areas of Florida, bahamas, etc. The beauty of
coconuts is the fact that they are drinkable, but be careful!.... if the juice is consumed in large quantities, it can act as a laxative. There are adaptations that help the abundance of coconut palms to survive in the tropical rainforest. As coconut palms grow near coastal areas, coconuts on coconut palms have a fibrous layer that allows them to float in water, and get scattered to other
areas. In addition, the coconuts are well protected by their hard layers. Plant- Banana tree; Banana trees are quite common in all tropical rainforest locations all over the world. Each tree grows like a large stalk, which is covered in bunches of bananas, usually green. When the bananas are ready, the whole bunch is sent to a food distributor, who will send it around the world. Like
the other plants, the banana trees have adaptations to help it survive in the tropical rainforest. An adaptation includes the ability to change colors to stay warm during the cooler months because they require a fairly warm, tropical climate. In addition, the banana tree has the ability to absorb needed sunlight, if not provided, using its large leaves to cover its body. Garner, by Wirnani.
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